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What is Algebra?

The branch of mathematics that deals with general statements of relations, utilizing letters and other
symbols to represent specific sets of numbers, values, vectors, etc., in the description of such relations.

Now, we will learn about the basic terms related to algebra:

Variable
A variable is a symbol/letter used to represent an unknown quantity. A variable could represent any number or thing, depending on
the context. A variable is a value that may change within the scope of a given problem or set of operations.
For Example: In the given equation, x + 2 = 6. What is the variable?
Solution: x is the variable.

We can represent situation using variables:
For Example: Nick has 26 trading cards. Nathaniel has T more trading cards than Nick. Write the expression that shows how many
trading cards Nathaniel has.
Solution:
Nick has 26 trading cards
Nathaniel has T more trading cards than Nick
So, Nathaniel has 26 + T cards
Here T is variable.

Coefficient
A coefficient is a multiplicative factor in some term of an expression (or of a series); it is usually a number.
Acoefficient is a number before a variable.

For Example: Find the coefficient in following expressions:
i) 3x
i) The coefficient of the x is 3
ii) 4x – 7 = 5
ii) The coefficient of the x is 4
2
iii) x - 10x + 25
iii) The coefficient of the x2 is 1 and the coefficient of the x is -10.

Constants
Aconstant is a value that never changes; this is different from a variable where the value varies like x.
For example: In the expression 5 x, 5 is a constant and x is a variable.

Like and unlike terms
A Term is either a single number or a variable, or numbers and variables multiplied together.

Now, we will discuss about like and unlike terms, to relate this concept to real life we can say that persons having same surnames
are like terms and those with different surnames are unlike terms.
For example:
Alan Solis and Brandon Solis are like terms.
Whereas
Alan Solis and Tiffany Sherrod are unlike terms.
Let’s discuss them mathematically now:

Like terms
"Like terms" are terms whose variables and their exponents are the same. Only the coefficients of like terms are different.
For example:

i) 2x,-4x, 6x are the like terms
3
3
3
ii) 3x , 7x , and -10x are like terms
We can add or subtract like terms (only) together to make one term.
For Example:
i) 3x + x
We can add these two terms 3 x and x as they are like terms
3x + x = 4x
2
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ii) 3x - 7 + 4x - x + 2+2x
First we will combine like terms:
2
2
Here; 3x , - x are like terms
3
3
Similarly, 4x , 2x are like terms
And -7, 2 are like terms
So we can write the above expression as:
3
3
2 2
4x + 2x + 3x - x - 7+ 2
3
2
6x + x -5

Unlike terms
Terms which are different or if the terms are not like terms, they are called "Unlike Terms"
2 3
For example: x , x , x, are unlike terms as they have different power (exponent).
We cannot add or subtract unlike terms.

Now try it yourself! Should you still need any help,click here to schedule live online session with e Tutor!

About eAge Tutoring:
eAgeTutor.com is the premium online tutoring provider. Using materials developed by highly qualified educators and leading
content developers, a team of top-notch software experts, and a group of passionate educators, eAgeTutor works to ensure the
success and satisfaction of all of its students.

Contact us today to learn more about our tutoring programs and discuss how we can help make the dreams of the student in your
life come true!
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